Resistive Memory Patent Landscape

Description: This patent landscape focuses on current Resistive Switching Random Access Memories.

Key Features of the Report:

The report provides essential patent data for ReRAM and Memristor including:
- Time evolution of patent publications and countries of patent filings.
- Ranking of main patent applicants
- Joint developments and IP collaboration network of main patent applicants
- Key patents
- Granted patents near expiration
- Relative strength of main companies IP portfolio
- Matrix applicants/patented technology for more than 15 companies
- The “Resistive Memory IP” profiles of 15+ major companies is presented, with key patents, recent patents, technological issues, partnerships and last market news.

The report also provides an extensive Excel database with all patents analyzed in the study.

Objectives of the Report:

- Understand the IP landscape for ReRAM and Memristor
- Identify key patents
- Understand trends in Resistive Memory IP
- Classify the major IP players in Resistive Memory and the relative strength of their patent portfolio
- Identify new IP players in Resistive Memory
- Identify IP collaboration networks between key players
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